
Tasked to write something about my friends in Say ZuZu, the result most often desired by a
music label or promotional entity in such an endeavor is something insightful but pithy or
breviloquent. I’ll probably deliver none of those things at this moment because at this moment
all I can think of is The Bull.

I first met Say ZuZu sometime in 1997, I believe, at The High Hat in Athens, GA. My
band had shown up to play on a slow night in a town renowned for its college population and
vibrant music scene but neither of those factors would come into play for either of our bands
that night.

Man, it was dead.

The regular sound guy hadn’t shown up for some unknown reason and the bartender
was busy trying to get their backup guy on the phone. When he finally arrived, visibly pissed off
at having to come in on a night off and perhaps a bit chemically altered, my prospective view of
the unfolding evening was taking a nosedive. But then a couple of things happened that would
forever endear and entrench that night in my memory: 1) the sound guy, whose name was
Patterson, enjoyed the bands so much he ran home and brought us his band’s first 45 and
became a dear friend whose band we would spend much of our next few years playing with,
and, 2) I heard Say ZuZu’s music for the first time and instantly found kindred spirits, not just in
the music, but in four people with the same kind of sensibility towards doing what we did, the
same kind of outlook, the same sense of humor. And they became dear friends whose band we
would spend much of the next few years playing with. That evening ended with us all sitting and
talking in an old short school bus crammed into the dark and narrow alley behind the club. The
Bull.

The Bull was a rolling wonder. A cave on wheels. Old couches took the place of
traditional passenger seats. You know, the kind that might be bolted down to the floor and have
seatbelts. It was very living room-like. I feel like there might have also been a small bookshelf,
but I could be wrong. And there was plenty of room for all the gear and a full size mattress to
sleep on. “Never have to get a hotel”, one of them pitched me, all used car salesman-like.

“Yeah, but where do ya piss?” I jokingly asked.

And then one of them showed me.

A modest length of PVC pipe with a slight funnel shaped receptor on one end leaned
ready and waiting on the steps inside of the folding door entryway at the front of the bus. Simply
grab the levered door handle and crack it open just enough to slip the other end of the pipe out,
emptying its contents onto the highway racing below. Crude or ingenious, take your pick, but I
was somewhat impressed.

(Some years later, with both my band and the ZuZu’s riding in The Bull to a shared bill at The
Skinny in Portland, Maine, I would become privy to an apparently unending intra-band dispute
over proper utilization of the piss tube and as to whether full-on insertion versus an exterior



application, taking advantage of the pipe’s funnel shaped end piece, was the most
advantageous approach but I’ll leave that to greater thinkers than myself.)

After flipping on a rigged hanging lamp somewhere in the bus, or maybe it was just a
bare light bulb, or maybe someone simply turned on a flashlight, the cave tour continued. And
behold, there, stretched across the ceiling and down the sides above and between the windows,
was the story of all The Bull’s travels, rewards, and destinations thus far, if places were people:
a record of everyone who had ever been asked to enter the cave and sign its road-haggard
walls.

Willie Nelson was the marquee addition at that time, among what seemed like a
hundred others, and they regaled us with the signature’s origin story. But another one stood out
to me as well. Brian Henneman of The Bottle Rockets had signed the bus after some show with
what he must have at that time deigned valuable advice: “Get in, get yours (or something to that
effect) and get out!” The ZuZu’s laughed about it. I’m glad they didn’t take that to heart.

“So, diesel motor right? So you can leave it running all night with the heater on?”

“No, it’s gas.”

Although I’d never communicate it to them, I was starting to doubt The Bull’s practicality.
I mean, parking a 15 passenger van alone in places like New York City or Boston or Hollywood
could often be a trick, but a raggedy old school bus? The gas mileage alone on an old gasoline
engine bus with no overdrive gear for highway speeds must have been horrendous. And what if
you break something essential? Does Pep Boys fix school busses? Can they get the parts? On
more than one occasion my worrisome suspicions were validated.

Like the time they were supposed to play with us in Little Rock, but had called from
somewhere outside of Memphis to let us know they had blown their serpentine belt and would
probably be late. Where the hell would they find a serpentine belt for an old ‘80’s school bus in
non-urban Arkansas at 9 at night? Well, they didn’t. If memory serves, they tied all their work
boot bootlaces together and fashioned a belt that if they drove slow enough would get them to
town, stopping every so often to tighten it up. That can’t have really happened, right?
Perseverance.

Another time, when my band was playing in Portland and they were playing somewhere
else in town the same day but earlier, they gave us directions on how to get to where they were.
My drummer and I got lost walking the streets to the directions we thought we had memorized
until we turned a corner and looked down a hill to an intersection a couple blocks away. There,
in the middle of the street, blocking traffic was The Bull. On fire.

Some years after that they would arrive at the South By Southwest music conference in
Austin once again in The Bull. Sometime, either on the way there or while they were there,
something occurred that brought them to question continuing on in that bus. They were
considering trading it in for something more practical. After playing some party, Jay Bennett,
who I believe had been on the bus before, tried to talk them out of it.



“No! You can’t get rid of The Bull!”

As much as my own OCD and control complexes wanted to know that my friends were
riding in a safe, efficient vehicle for as many miles as they traveled, I understood Jay’s
concerns. It wasn’t just a traveling clubhouse. It wasn’t just a traveling museum and testament
to everywhere they’d been and all they’d seen. It was a symbol of their own perseverance. Of
doing it their own way. Of dancing with the one that brought them. I too would be sad to no
longer see them arrive, miraculously, in The Bull.

A day or two later, in Austin, they sold The Bull to the Meals On Wheels organization for
a respectable sum, considering, and purchased a not-too-old Chevy Suburban at a used car lot
to take them back home to New Hampshire and on to whatever else awaited. A practical
decision.

That Suburban would end up dropping its transmission on the I-40 bridge over the
Mississippi River leading to a $2,000 repair and a few days stranded in Memphis. So they
picked up the phone, called Ardent Studios, and finagled a couple days of recording at the
legendary studio for cheap and recorded the entirety of their next album, “Every Mile”.
Perseverance, man.

Here’s the deal: there is absolutely nothing practical about committing to a life on the
road as an earnest, no frills, no pretense, no shit, heart-on-your-sleeve rock band. Yes, a
relative few have done so and broken through the amniotic membrane under which all such
bands gestate to wider acknowledgement and acclaim but the best of those will probably tell
you that the prospect of that possible but wholly unlikely outcome was not the thing that drove
them there. The real rewards, the random uncut gems, are the ones you manifest in yourself,
first in the courage to write something meaningful to yourself and then to share it with band
mates, and then friends, and then strangers, and then to be bold enough to blindly take them
out into an unknown and random world, not with an upload or a file share, but to physically get
into a vehicle and drive out into the world with your weird but honest little nuggets of you in the
hopes of hearing an echo of yourself. And those echoes don’t always come in the form of
applause or sold out shows or merchandise sales. More often, to those who are really open to
wherever their endeavors lead them, to really digging in, they come in the form of the people
you seem to randomly meet, only to realize that it wasn’t really that random at all. It’s in the
people you find way out in some other part of the world that you realize, had they been from
where you are from, you would have been hanging out with all along.

And it was only by taking those weird little nuggets of you out to wherever you could, of
following those roads and taking those turns, of singing your songs into the void, that those
people could hear and recognize, and echo it back.

Echoes of you.



That’s the experience. To see if what you feel is not only felt by others but felt the same way, for
similar reasons, and to not be scared if they don’t. To be brave with yourself and others, and
maybe they’ll be brave too.

Robert Louis Stevenson said, “To travel hopefully is a better thing than to arrive”, and I
feel like those who are open enough to truly let go, to be truly brave, and to persevere with no
expected reward other than the doing, never stop reaping those rewards. The ephemeral
becomes eternal. Practicality be damned, that’s the life. The souvenirs alone of such a life make
for not only great conversation, but serve as totems for fellow travelers. Like drawings in a cave,
or signatures on the walls of The Bull.

In that regard, Say ZuZu was already wildly successful by the time I had met them.

Brent David Best,

Slobberbone

p.s. I write this anticipatorily for the release of Say ZuZu’s impending greatest hits record. If
they refuse to seize the opportunity and call the record ZuZu Top then I take back everything.


